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Abstract

Manganese oxides (manganites) exhibit magnetic and transport properties broadly recognized as determined by

intrinsic inhomogeneities, long-range interactions and fractality. Whereas first-principle approaches, and even multi-

parameter phenomenological models, fail to fully describe different experimental aspects, we propose that the most

adequate phenomenological tool to approach these materials is the Tsallis non-extensive statistics. In this paper we

present various compelling experimental results obtained in different systems which, along a magnetic model based on

Tsallis statistics, support our proposal.
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Manganites have become one of the main branches of

research in condensed matter, particularly in magnetism,

since the discovery of CMR phenomenon and the

‘unusual’ magnetic and electric properties. It is broadly

believed that the magnetic anomalies, frequently ob-

served in these materials, involve intrinsic inhomogene-

ities, long-range interactions, fractality, among others [1].

The above ingredients are the correct ones to generate

non-extensivity, according to Tsallis [2]. We have

analyzed various magnetic properties in a number of

different manganites, measured by ourselves and taken

from the literature, in the light of Tsallis statistics. The

agreement between model and experiment is excellent,

showing that this route can be an interesting alternative

to the study of manganites. Tsallis non-extensive

statistics rests on the definition of the q � entropy: Sq ¼
kð1 � Trf #rqgÞ=ðq � 1Þ; where q is the entropic index and
#r is the density operator, described in details in Ref. [2].

The above formula converges to the usual Gibbs–Von
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Neumann definition of entropy, and to the usual derived

thermodynamic functions, in the limit q-1: The

magnetization of a specimen is, accordingly, given by

Refs. [3,2]: Mq ¼ Trf #m #rqg=Trf #rqg; where #m is the

magnetic moment operator. The connections between

the values of the entropic index q and the dynamical of

the system were reported by Beck and Cohen [4].

The inset on Fig. 1 presents the fit of the generalized

magnetization, within the mean field approximation, to

the experimental data, collected at random from the

literature. The main graph on Fig. 1 sketched the value

of TC; obtained from the experimental data, as a

function of q; obtained from the fit, for different samples

from the literature. Details and references can be found

in Ref. [5]. The most striking feature of this result is its

simplicity: the data tend to fall on a straight line,

contrasting with the usual complexity found in these

materials. In Fig. 2 the very unusual paramagnetic

susceptibility behavior of La0:67Ca0:33MnO3 is correctly

predicted by the model (inset). Details can be found in

Ref. [3].

On the other hand, Fig. 3 presents the generalized

magnetic phase diagram, for q ¼ 0:1; where continuous

and reversible (CR) and discontinuous and irreversible

(DI) phase transitions can be predicted, in accordance
d.
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Fig. 1. Correlation between TC and q: Inset: Experimental

(open circles) and theoretical (solid line) magnetization curves.
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the inverse paramagnetic

susceptibility, for La0:67Ca0:33MnO3: The inset represents the

same quantity derived from the generalized magnetic model, for

q ¼ 0:1 and spin value S ¼ 5
2
:

Fig. 3. Experimental (inset) and theoretical magnetic phase

diagram, that predicts continuous and reversible (CR) and

discontinuous and irreversible (DI) phase transitions. The

branching curve in DI region is referred to a hysteresis.
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with the experimental results, presented in the inset of

the same figure. The branching curve in DI region, in

both experimental and theoretical phase diagram,

represent a hysteresis, normally observed in these

materials. Details can be found in Ref. [6]. These results
are strongly suggestive that manganites are objects

which present magnetic non-extensivity in the sense of

Tsallis generalized statistics. This conclusion is sup-

ported by the literature of manganites, where various of

the correct ingredients to produce non-extensivity have

been pointed by different authors [1]. It would be very

desirable to find some new connections, which would

certainly bring new insights to the physics of manga-

nites.
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